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Investing in your roads
Our mission is to connect the country. Connecting people and communities creates
jobs and social opportunities and helps businesses and the economy thrive.
Through our management and improvement of the

Since our last newsletter in summer 2019, work is

road network we make journeys safer, smoother and

progressing well. Drivers can now use two new lanes

more reliable.

on both the northbound and southbound sides of the

The A19 Testo’s improvement scheme is a critical
part of our five-year £15 billion investment and will

roundabout, creating the room needed for work on
building the flyover to go ahead.

improve journeys between the A19 and surrounding

A new link road from Downhill Lane to Testo’s

road network.

roundabout has also been completed.

We are also planning improvements for A19 Downhill

We’re also putting together the foundations for the

Lane designed to unlock development potential

flyover, installing more than 130 concrete piles, and

at the nearby Nissan and International Advanced

building up the embankments ready for the next

Manufacturing Park (IAMP) sites.

stage of work.

Site update

Transport Focus visit

Our project is being managed from a site office that’s located from off the eastbound
A184. Our site offices are staffed 24 hours a day to provide security and vehicle recovery.
Construction shifts also run both day and night.

We recently hosted a safety tour with regional

Inside the building there are a wealth of different

Safety, health and wellbeing is also a priority with

careers represented, all working together to deliver

staff supported by a team of both first aiders and

this ambitious project.

additional mental health first aiders. A great deal of

They include civil, structural and design
engineers, quantity surveyors, project managers,

attention has been given to our approach to wellbeing, from industry peers.

environmental experts alongside our extensive

We also have a high proportion of staff working on

supply chain – including trades such as traffic

the project, who live throughout Tyne and Wear,

management, surfacing, excavation, street lighting,

adding a local perspective to our work.

traffic signals, lining, security, CCTV operation.

stakeholder manager Stuart Edwards who

The future

commented:

During the summer months

“Thank you for the invitation to visit site
yesterday. I found it really interesting and
useful. It always helps me to get up-close
to understand the challenges to delivering
a project such as this and it was great to
see and hear about the focus you have
on delivering for road users too – clearly
driven by your professionalism and
enthusiasm to get things right.”

we will be building the
flyover to carry the A19 over
the roundabout. To do this
we have three separate
stages – putting in the
piers (central supports),
building supporting walls
to retain earth and support

Community update

the beams, and then

Our community engagement team are continuing

finally installing the beams

to make sure that we promote the industry and the

themselves. By the end of

opportunities it presents.

the summer the flyover will

We have a team of STEM ambassadors working

be in position and ready for

on the project, who are keen to be involved in
schools, colleges and universities.

Left to right - Roger Wantling (regional sponsor), Kirk Roderick (work supervisor),
Thomas Howard (senior project manager), Russ Furnival (construction manager),
Stuart Culley (community engagement manager),
Stuart Edwards (Transport Focus), Nicola Clayton (customer lead),
Jennie Theaker (assistant project manager),
Jenny Fathers (customer engagement manager).

We have engaged with over 4000 young people
from schools and colleges across the North East
and we’re keen to do more.

the road to be built on it.

We’ve also had visits from the CIHT Senior
Vice President, Transport Focus and Bradford
University. We’re working on more opportunities
and if you are part of a group that would like to
attend, we’d be keen to hear from you.

Our supply chain hosted a visit from Bradford University,
where they explained the processes involved in road building.

We are actively supporting AutismAble, a local

We’re always looking for more opportunities

social enterprise/training which gives opportunities

to get involved in the local community – if you

for work to adults with autism. All catering for any

think we can help please get in touch with us at

meetings or events on site is sourced from them.

a19testosjunctionimp@highwaysengland.co.uk

Considerate Constructors assessment visit
The site was recently visited by assessors for
the Considerate Constructors scheme and was
awarded a score of 44 out of a possible 50.
The assessor said:

Our team took part in an Institution of Civil Engineers ‘speed dating’ session with students from Northumbria and Newcastle University.

“There is an excellent relationship with the
local community and a desire to ensure
that all stakeholders are made aware of
the site and any changes in the traffic flow.
The interaction with the local schools and
neighbours is excellent and well informed.”

Downhill Lane update
The examination period for the Development

a recommendation to the Secretary of State. The

Consent Order closed on 17 January 2020.

Secretary of State will then have three months in

There will now be a period of three months for the

which to make a decision. The project team is

Examining Authority to write its report and make

continuing detailed design for the scheme.

We’re always looking for more opportunities and welcome the opportunity to become
involved further – please get in touch with us at:

a19testosjunctionimp@highwaysengland.co.uk
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